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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. In the last year before a full redesign, the BMW 5
Series remains a smart choice for a midsize luxury sedan. But some rival sedans are fresher
and offer greater driver engagement. With an all-new model waiting behind a curtain labeled
"next year" and more recently refreshed competitors representing the latest, greatest and
flashiest, BMW's midsize 5 Series sedan could be viewed as a lame duck. And yet there's really
nothing about the BMW 5 Series that seems stale or behind the times. For those willing to make
the "sacrifice" of not having the newest and hottest wheels on the block, you'll find a
tremendously well-rounded luxury sedan. As it has been since its debut for the model year, the
current-generation 5 Series is a little different from those hallowed models that came before it.
It's a big, comfy and impeccably refined sedan with an emphasis on luxury rather than sport. It
doesn't provide the expected degree of handling precision and engagement that driving
enthusiasts might want, but it does have a spacious cabin fitted with top-notch materials and a
huge number of available comfort, convenience and high-tech features. Even after several years
on the market, the current-generation BMW 5 Series remains classically handsome. For any
shopper, the 5 Series' selection of powerful and surprisingly efficient engines is going to
impress. For such a large sedan to go from zero to 60 mph in around 6 seconds and return up to
30 mpg combined d is truly impressive and a major reason to consider this BMW. Stepping up
to the i and i gets you even quicker acceleration and still respectable fuel economy. It's true that
many competing sedans are newer and bring much to the table. The Audi A6 is a
sharper-handling sedan and can match the 5 Series for performance and interior quality. The
Mercedes-Benz E-Class is, as always, a luxury sedan stalwart, while the Lexus GS provides
truly impressive craftsmanship and the promise of superior reliability. But even in its lame duck
year, the 5 Series remains an excellent choice. The BMW 5 Series is a five-passenger four-door
sedan available in four trim levels that correspond with different engines: i, i, d and i. You may
see the term "xDrive" applied to their names, which indicates that the car has all-wheel drive.
There are also ActiveHybrid5 and M5 variations that are reviewed separately, as is the 5 Series
Gran Turismo hatchback. There's plenty of legroom and plenty of gizmos available for rear
passengers. Besides their more powerful engines, the i and d add inch wheels and leather
upholstery. The i adds a rearview camera, front and rear parking sensors, a power trunk lid,
keyless ignition and entry, way multicontour front seats, passenger memory functions, satellite
radio and a speaker Harman Kardon sound system. There are several packages available
throughout the 5 Series lineup. The Premium package all but i adds keyless ignition and entry,
satellite radio and, on the i, leather upholstery. The Cold Weather package adds heated front
and rear seats, a heated steering wheel and retractable headlight washers. The Lighting
package adds adaptive LED headlights and automatic high beams. If you opt for the Luxury
Seating package, you'll get ventilated front seats with a quasi-massage function and the i's way
multicontour adjustments. The Driver Assistance package all but i adds a rearview camera, front
and rear parking sensors, a head-up display and an enhanced instrument cluster. Those items
are also included in the Driver Assistance Plus package that adds side- and top-view cameras

and a variety of accident avoidance technologies detailed in the below Safety section. The
Dynamic Handling package all but i adds an enhanced, adaptive suspension for improved ride
and handling. There is also the BMW Individual Composition option all but i that opens the door
to a variety of distinctive interior leather colors and trims. Also available is Integral Active
Steering , which provides the rear wheels with the ability to turn for improved stability and
maneuverability. Every BMW 5 Series model comes standard with an eight-speed automatic
transmission and rear-wheel drive. All-wheel drive is an option on all and is dubbed "xDrive.
The BMW i is powered by a turbocharged 2. In Edmunds performance testing, a rear-wheel-drive
version went from zero to 60 mph in 6. The i has a turbocharged 3. With rear-wheel drive, it did
the sprint in 5. The d diesel is powered by a turbocharged 3. It went from zero to 60 mph in 5.
The i has a turbocharged 4. BMW estimates that it will reach 60 mph in 4. Standard safety
equipment for the BMW 5 Series includes stability and traction control, antilock disc brakes,
front-seat side airbags, side curtain airbags and active front head restraints. The braking
system also periodically wipes the brake rotors dry in wet conditions and automatically snugs
the brake pads to the rotors in preparation when you abruptly lift off the throttle. Also standard
are the BMW Assist and Remote Services emergency communications systems, which include
automatic crash notification, an SOS button, remote door unlock and stolen vehicle recovery.
Parking sensors and a rearview camera are standard on the i and optional on other models. An
upgraded side- and top-view parking camera system is optional. The Driver Assistance Plus
package includes a blind-spot warning system, a lane-departure warning system and a
forward-collision warning system with automatic braking. There is also the Night Vision with
Pedestrian Detection system that uses an infrared sensor to detect people and objects outside
of headlight range. In Edmunds brake testing, various 5 Series models with optional summer
run-flat tires came to a stop from 60 mph in distances ranging from feet. Those are very good
numbers, but they're pretty typical for sport sedans wearing summer tires. Most 5 Series
models are equipped with all-season run-flat tires and will have slightly longer braking
distances as a result. In government crash tests the 5 Series received five out of five stars for
overall and side crash protection, and four stars for front protection. In the small-overlap
frontal-offset test , however, the 5 Series received the second-lowest rating of "Marginal. The i's
turbocharged inline-4 punches well above its weight class, and the six-cylinder i is a paradigm
of smoothness. But the pick of the litter may well be the diesel-powered d, which is as fleet as
the i and serves up 25 percent better fuel economy to boot. If you don't mind filling up more
frequently, the hp i throws down acceleration that's forceful enough to make an M5 fan think
twice especially given the i's more comfortable ride and lower price tag. Less appealing is the
vibration caused by the automatic stop-start system, especially in the i and d. We also don't like
how the 5 Series never feels as nimble or precise as we'd like when going around turns, even
with the car's Sport settings engaged. The steering also lacks the precision for which it used to
be renowned. So that's the bad news. The good news is that the 5 Series is blessed with a
smooth, absorbent ride quality. If a luxurious day-to-day experience is more important to you
than driver involvement, you're going to like how the 5 Series behaves in the daily grind. The 5
Series cabin is attractive and trimmed with consistently high-quality materials, though it's not
flashy. Elegant restraint is the name of the game here, and it's a game that BMW has played to
perfection for decades. The instrument panel is a clear connection to the company's past with
its classic twin analog gauges. Another heritage touch is the dashboard's understated center
stack the portion that includes the climate and audio controls , which cants toward the driver for
an easier and quicker reach. The 5 Series' dash isn't all that stylish, but it's impeccably built and
the controls are generally easy to use. The central nervous system of every 5 Series is the
iDrive interface , consisting of a high-resolution With practice it ultimately becomes
user-friendly, but some rival systems seem to require fewer presses or twirls of their controllers
to get what you want. The base front seats are some of the comfiest and most supportive found
in any car, and the available multicontour seats are even better, providing a wide range of
adjustments and sublime support for all driving scenarios. Rear outboard passengers will find
satisfactory space in all directions, even if they're 6-footers, and the rear seats themselves are
thoughtfully contoured and padded. Small item storage is limited, however, as is the relatively
small cubic-foot trunk. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the 5 Series.
View Photos. Write a review See all 8 reviews. I fell like this automobile was built just for me.
This is my 3rd bmw, I have owned a 3 series and an x5. In May of I bought a cpo i xdrive lease
return with 44, miles on it. This car is amazing, handles well, great looking, and full of
technology. I love the different driving modes like sport plus when i'm felling sporty or comfort
when i'm not. The dealership experience was great, i left there felling like i was there only
customer. It's to early to report anything about reliability but based on passed experience I
expect this automobile to be very reliable. Will update as the years pass. It's now almost

February of and I have 57, miles with no problems and I'm still getting used to the technology. In
May of with 60, miles my waste gate actuator went bad and had to be replaced, this was covered
by my cpo warranty. At 64, miles I replaced my front and rear brake pads and rotors, they were
the originals. I replaced the with the same bmw parts so I expect to 64, miles from these as well.
Will continue to update. Read more. Read less. The I is definitely not a sports sedan. Build
quality was fine; but it is sluggish, and has no feel for the road. It lacks the exciting driving feel
you'd expect in a BMW. The Turbo 4 is inadequate and leaves the car under-powered and
wanting. This is a heavy car; with little power. The navigation is clumsy and quickly became
outdated. Original equipment tires were a disappointment. They started cupping in front at 20,
miles. Unfortunately, the car drives like an under-powered Buick. Disappointed and I won't likely
buy another midsize 4cyl BMW product. I've owned six BMW's and this is Well below their
standards for performance and handling. Reliability has been satisfactory. My BMW is a
pleasure to drive. I feel so secure and confident in my car. It is a solid car and preforms
incredibly. I couldn't go back to any other sedan. Awesome Drive Exp Awful Maint. No doubt
BMW's are fun to drive but they are very pricey to maintain. I have a xi. It has approx. If you plan
to buy a BMW be prepared to pay for maintaining it. End of the day you have to decide what
matters more for you - driving fun or money in your pocket which in BMW's case is more than
other even German cars. Write a review. Ho-hum handling relatively small trunk intrusive auto
stop-start system. Vehicle overview. A slew of feature availability changes highlight the updates
made for the BMW 5 Series. Every model gets enhanced USB and Bluetooth functionality, while
the i gets additional standard features like a power trunk lid, satellite radio and a Harman
Kardon sound system. One other small update is that beige cabins now come with black
carpeting and interior panels for improved longevity. Sign Up. Over Browse Car Specifications
E39 5 Series Versions - d - i - i - i - tds - d - d '00 - i - td - i - d - d - i - i - i - i - i - i Protection - M5 M5 Show more Images Compare with another car. This engine produces a maximum power of
PS bhp - kW at rpm and a maximum torque of Nm lb. The power is transmitted to the road by the
rear wheel drive RWD with a 5 speed Manual gearbox. On the topic of chassis details
responsible for road holding, handling behavior and ride comfort, the E39 5 Series has
McPherson struts front suspension and Multilink suspension rear suspension. For stopping
power, the E39 5 Series i braking system includes Vented Discs at the front and Vented Discs at
the rear. The E39 5 Series model is a car manufactured by BMW, with 4 doors and 5 seats, sold
new from year until , and available after that as a used car. Adult: Pedestrian:. Tested on: If you
found an error in these specifications. Latest Car Specs. View more. Latest Models. Acura
Legend 1 Coupe. Acura Legend 1 Sedan. Acura Integra 4-door. Acura Integra 3-door. Acura
Integra 5-door. Acura NSX Acura RLX Acura ILX Acura EL ES3. Acura EL MB4. Acura CL YA1.
Acura CSX. Acura RDX Acura MDX Acura MDX. Audi Avant type C3. The BMW 5 series reached
its 7th generation, with the first one being revealed in The popular vehicle caught the eyes of
the buyers due to its luxurious look, both the exterior and the interior design, along with the
sportiness and comfort offered over the years, thus the Bavarian company managed to sell over
, units of the 5 Series, both sedan and touring versions. The 5-Ser The new generation BMW 5
Series was unveiled in the fall of , following to be introduced as a model year. Design wise, the
new sporty sedan comes with a more striking face, standard LED headlights, sharper lines and
stoplamps inspired by those on the 7 Series. Over a million units sold from the sixth generation
of the BMW 5-Series since its launch in In the car received a Life-Cycle Impulse, to help sales.
Up until the facelifted version of the sixth generation of the 5 Series, BMW has succeeded to sell
more than 5. Its success was based on pe The BMW started manufacturing the 5 Series in The 5
Series was available in 4 body types: sedan, touring, Gran Tourismo and a 4-door sedan with a
longer wheelbase that was only produced for China and the Middle East. The new generation 5
Series Sedan was developed on a new p In , the BMW 5-series received a major update at its
mid-life cycle. Besides some minor exterior changes, there were bigger surprises inside and
under the hood. The exterior didn't change too much. At the front, the headlights had received
clear plastic covers, as well as the turn-signal indicators. The front kidney-grille is flush with the
rest of the hood, to offer a refined look o While it wasn't a masterpiece of design, the E60 BMW
5 Series was the first 5 series to have the iDrive, the last to have a naturally aspirated M5
version and the generation with the biggest engines in the 5 Series history. After the 7-Series,
the 5-Series was touched by it, and the r The car was so praised by all the media around the
world, that it was hard to be improved. The E39 5-Series was a successful sedan for the German
car-maker. It was available with a wide engine choice, both gasoline, and diesel. It was available
as a sedan or a station-wagon named Sports Touring i The fourth generation of the BMW
5-Series was introduced in It was designed from scratch, with a completely new concept in
mind. And the result worth it. After three generations with twin-round headlights, the E39 broke
the rules and came on the market with clear glass over the headlights. The third generation of

the 5-Series was introduced by BMW in November it's mid-size sedan contender in the premium
segment. By the time when the third generation of the 5-Series was introduced, the two
car-makers already took their paths, with BMW goi Design changes included a new hood, front
grille, bumpers, wheels and taillights, while the interior got more driver oriented and got
redesigned seats and new steering wheels, depending on trim-level. Among standard
equipment you could count on power windows The first generation of the BMW 5-Series was
launched in The bold new design was previewed in in the BMW ti Garmisch All rights reserved.
BMW 5 Series G BMW 5 Series F BMW 5 Series E Quick Links. See also: Service Manual ,
Owner's Manual. Owner's Manual for the Vehicle. With a quick reference guide. Online Edition
for Part No. With a quick reference guide for your convenience. Page 2 i i sedan sport wagon
Online Edition for Part No. We wish you an enjoyable driving experience. Order no. Page 5 You
are therefore asked to appreciate that no legal claims can be entertained on the basis of the
data, illustrations or descriptions in this manual. Page 6 Follow the relevant safety rules when
BMW centers. Box , Westwood, New Jersey , Telephone Page 8 Online Edition for Part No. Page
14 Online Edition for Part No. Canadian models. Do not continue driving. The en- gine could be
damaged because of inadequate lubrication. Page 23 BMW center. For additional information:
Refer to pages 73, Brake pads Have the brake pads checked. For additional information: Refer
to page Page 26 4 Horn: The entire surface equipment. Refer to the individual accessory
manuals for more detailed descriptions. Page Hazard Warning Flashers You can acquire
replacements in any drugstore or pharmacy. Comply with legal requirements which cover
availability of a first-aid kit in your vehicle. Page Refueling Never carry spare fuel containers in
your vehicle. Whether empty or full, these containers can leak, cause an ex- plosion, or lead to
fire in the event of a collision. After a correction of the tire inflation pressure, reactivate the
system. Refer to page This key is not intended for continuous use. Page Electronic Vehicle
Immobilizer in the event of loss, for in- stance. A deactivated key can no longer be used to start
the engine. Page Central Locking System Refer to page In addition, the hazard warn- ing
flashers and interior lamps come on. Page Opening And Closing - From The Outside You can
have an acknowledgment message set to confirm that the vehicle has been secured correctly
not released at this time. Page 38 To switch on the interior lamps door. After locking the car,
press button 2. Convenience opening mode: Press and hold button 1. Page 39 the system must
be armed. The alarm is deactivated by pressing button 1. Page 42 If you do not do this, the
heating conductors of the rear win- dow could be damaged. Page Luggage Compartment Refer
also to "Cargo loading" on page Page 46 Online Edition for Part No. Page Electric Power
Windows Press the switch a second time to struct the driver's vision on or next to respond by
stopping the window and stop the window. You can override this safety feature by pressing the
switch beyond the resistance point and holding it. Page Seats on diminished personal safety.
Page 52 Adjust the tilt angle of the head restraint manually by rotating it. Comply with the
adjustment in- structions on page Failure to do so could result in diminished per- sonal safety.
Page 53 Leave the center-rear head restraint in the fully-lowered position at all times, since
pulling it out limits its function. Page Steering Wheel "Seat, mirror and steering wheel
movement. To store the steering wheel setting, refer to "Seat, mirror and steering wheel
memory" on page Page 55 For an explanation of the electro-chro- mic technology used in this
mirror, refer to page There is a risk of accident from unexpected movement of the seat or
steering wheel. Page 57 curbs, etc. You can deactivate this automatic feature by setting the
mirror selection switch to the "passenger side" position. Page Car Memory, Key Memory The
only requirement is that each person uses his or her own remote control key. Page Safety Belts
If you do this, the protection the abdominal area. Page Airbags Each of the side airbags is designed to support the upper body. Page Airbags If they do so, serious injuries can occur if the
airbag is triggered. Page 62 Online Edition for Part No. Page 63 This is the right way for a larger
child to child restraint when rear side airbags sit wearing the safety belt when rear arrow are
provided. Page Child Restraints Adjust the tether strap according to the child restraint
manufacturer's instruc- tions. Page 65 Older children should be tightly secured with a safety
belt. Page Child Seat Security The retraction mechanism is now locked. Therefore, the ignition
key cannot be turned to position 0 and removed until the selector lever is in position "P"
Interlock. Page Starting The Engine Switch the Should this condition arise, it remains ignition
off when the vehicle is not possible to jump-start the engine refer being driven. Page Switching
Off The Engine at a traffic sig- parked. It operates against the rear nal, for instance , provided
that it is safe wheels. Page Automatic Transmission Shiftlock. Hold the footbrake down until
starting off. Otherwise the vehicle will "creep" when a drive position is engaged. Page
Automatic Transmission Select "Park" only when the vehicle is stationary. The transmission
locks to prevent the rear wheels from turning. R Reverse Select "Reverse" only when the
vehicle is stationary. Page 73 For jump-starting, towing and tow- stored. You may continue to

drive as starting, refer to pages and Page 75 M M5 will be displayed in the gear N Neutral
indicator. Select "Neutral" only if your journey is interrupted for a long period. Page 76 BMW
center. The wipers sition when released. Page Cruise Control Press button 4; the indicator lamp
in the grades if the engine output is insuffi- instrument cluster comes on. Page Temperature
Gauge Maintenance is due. Please contact your BMW center for an appointment. Red lamp The
maintenance deadline has been passed. Refer also to page Page Onboard Computer Starting
with ignition key position 1, the last active setting is displayed. The range of available displays
varies according to your individual car's equipment. Page 89 the engine must be running for
this. Maintain an adequate distance of more than approx. Page Tire Pressure Control Rdc
Otherwise, the RDC func- tions automatically when the ignition key is in position 2, and thus
operates whenever the vehicle is driven. Page 93 RDC and, following activa- tion of the system,
is also monitored af- ter it is mounted. The lever engages in the turn signal position. Page
Interior Lamps Press the button briefly to revert to turned to position 0. The luggage
compartment lamp in the sport wagon functions in the same manner. Page 97 Online Edition for
Part No. Page 99 6 Automatic air distribution 7 Individual air distribution 8 Temperature control
â€” left-hand side 9 Display for temperature and air supply , Online Edition for Part No. Page
Automatic Air Distribution Full dows , toward the upper body cooling output is available from
the air and into the footwell conditioner down to Page Air Supply refer to page 25 , you can also
use it to switch between "Off" and the recircu- lated-air mode or AUC and the recircu- lated-air
mode. Page Rear Window Defroster , the engine Turn toward blue â€” colder is at operating
temperature, and the Turn toward red â€” warmer battery is adequately charged. You can also
switch the higher heating modes off directly: Press the key and hold it slightly longer. Page
Roller Sun Blind Roller sun blinds for rear side be recharged in normal operation windows
between use. Use the strap to extract the blinds, then hook them in the attachment provided.
Page Bmw Universal Transmitter Read and comply with the safety instructions for the original
hand-held transmitter also. Page 2 flashes. Release the keys. The corresponding channel key is
now The three channel keys are cleared. Page BMW cen- All channel keys are cleared. Page
Glove Compartment You will find additional storage com- the glove compartment is not possipartments in all of the doors as well as ble. Page Cellular Phone For further information on the
cellular the console, just below the vent outlets. Page Ashtray, Front The cigarette lighter
remains opera- tional when the ignition key has been removed. Therefore, do not leave unsupervised children in the vehicle. Page Ashtray, Rear For access to the socket: Lift the cover off.
To empty Press the edge of the cover arrow. You can now pull the ashtray upward for removal.
Page Through-Loading System arrow 1. When you close the backrest, be sure that the catch
engages securely. The red slide arrow 2 must go underneath. Page 3 Grasp the front of the
armrest with one hand, then use your other hand to reach down behind the armrest and pull up
sharply arrow. Page The zipper provides conve- edges. Page 3 Press knob 2: The cover in the 3
Press button 2: The cover in the lug- luggage compartment is unlocked. Page For storing the
case, refer to the next holders refer to the next page. The center safety belt can be retracted
page. Page You can pull the separation net out and insert it in the holders above it in the upper
roof area. Page The dividers in the compartment can be rearranged. If you remove the divider
and turn the divider retainer to the left and remove it, you have a level storage compartment.
Page The roof load increases aerodynamic ercise a major effect on its handling and resistance:
Increased fuel consumption steering response. Page n Online Edition for Part No. Page Break-In
Procedure You should also comply with these break-in procedures if the engine or dif- ferential
is replaced later in the course of the vehicle service life. Page Driving Notes 1 foot 30 cm deep.
Drive only at walk- ing speed. Driving at a faster speed could cause damage to the engine, the
electrical system and the transmission. Page Catalytic Converter It is better to start the vehicontact could lead to a fire, resulting in cle with an outside starting aid personal injury and
property damage. Page Antilock Brake System Abs slippery road surface , and serves as a
reminder that the speed of the car should be re- duced to adapt to road conditions. Page 1st
gear, or the 1st or 2nd shift position, on steep descents. The brake lamps do not come on when
the parking brake is applied. Page Cellular Phone Owner's Manual provided with your
car-carrier train or driving it sound system for detailed information through a car wash, remove
the on its use. Page Tire Rotation 3, miles 5, km. Consult your authorized BMW center for more
information. Page Snow Chains Comply with the specified tire inflation pressures â€” and be
sure to have the wheel and tire assemblies balanced every time you change the tires. Page
Approved Wheel And Tire Specifications If sizes not approved by the manu- facturer are
mounted, an entry in the vehicle's documents may be necessary. Comply with local legislation.
Page Comply with local legislation. Snow chains For tires on inch wheels, it is not possible to
mount snow chains. Page Hood If you are not familiar with the guidelines, please have the
opera- tions performed by your authorized center. Page 3 Auxiliary terminal for jump starting 4

Coolant expansion tank 5 Engine oil filler neck 6 Reservoir for intensive-cleaning system 7
Reservoir for headlamp washer windshield washer system Online Edition for Part No. Page 3
Engine oil dipstick 4 Engine oil filler neck 5 Coolant expansion tank 6 Reservoir for
intensive-cleaning system 7 Reservoir for headlamp washer windshield washer system Online
Edition for Part No. Store them so reservoir. Comply with the instructions on the containers.
Page Engine Oil As with fuel economy, oil consumption is directly influenced by your driving
style and vehicle operating conditions. Page "synthetic oils" which have been ap- proved. Page
Coolant see also the ronmental laws regulating the dis- schematic diagram next to the cap.
Page Adding Coolant No other additives are re- quired. Comply with the applicable
environmental laws regulating the Replace the coolant every four years. Page Vehicle
Identification Number n In the engine compartment, stamped on the right-hand strut dome
arrow and on the upper edge of the instrument panel on the left-hand side. Page The Bmw
Maintenance System They are also required in under which the vehicle operates, be- the event
of a warranty claim. Page Caring For Your Car In addition, mois- ture could penetrate to vehicle
compo- nents, leading to long-term damage. Page These should guide you in determining the
fre- quency and extent of your efforts to maintain the vehicle finish. Page Use cleaning and
car-care products that you can obtain at your BMW center. Page The wiper blades should be reremover, fuels, etc. Use only wiper blades which have been approved by BMW. Page BMW
leather care agent. Page Airbags as a response to an accident of the airbag restraint sys- tem,
consult your authorized BMW cen- ter for repairs or service operations. Page Technical
Modifications Do not remove the protective lens and avoid staring directly at the unfiltered
beam for extended periods several hours , as inflammation of the iris could result. Page Obd
Connector The purpose of the OBD system is to ensure proper emission control system
operation for the vehicle's lifetime by monitoring emission-related compo- nents and systems
for deterioration and malfunction. Page Onboard Tool Kit 3 Install the new blade and slide the
release back into position. Use only wiper blades approved BMW. Page Lamps And Bulbs
Failure to comply with bulb manufacturer. Page 2 Press gently on the bulb, turn it to the left and
remove. Page 3 Release the spring on the back of the lamp and turn the cover to the left. Page
T-screw lamps of a rear lamp assembly, and swing the subwoofer to the side. Page LED strip in
the tailgate. Please contact a BMW center in case of a malfunction. Page 3 Reading lamp: Gently
press against 2 Remove the reflector. Loosen the wing nut to remove it Online Edition for Part
No. Page : Position the lug bolt adapter on the lug bolt cover. Then apply the lug wrench and
turn it to the left refer to the illustration. Page arrow. Use both hands to press the cover securely onto the rim. For this light-weight wheel, use only the full wheel cover installed Online
Edition for Part No. Page Battery 0 in the steering lock during the disconnection or connection
of the battery. Never short-circuit the battery terminals. There is a danger of injury from
powerful sparks. Page Check the charge condition of the bat- service life is reduced. Page
Fuses 3 If the fuse is burned through the nel. Page If the fuse fails repeatedly, refer the T-screw
and swing the subwoofer to problem to your BMW center for repair. T-screw and swing the
subwoofer to the side. Page 4 Open the tailgate. Press the plugs back into place and close the
cover with the quick-release fasteners. Page Jump-Starting â€” short circuit risk. If you do not,
there is a risk of in- jury caused by spark generation at the battery. Page Towing The Vehicle
Apply pressure to the arrow symbol on this material helps protect both vehicles the cover panel
to remove. Page The steering and brakes are without power assist when the engine is off. This
means that increased effort is required for steering and braking. Page Airbags Four different
shift and rear are triggered if necessary. Page However, it guarantees optimum drive force and
driving stability. The braking intervention may be accompanied by a certain degree of noise.
Page Safety Belt Tensioner This reduces the tendency to slide under the lap belt. Page Dsp
Sound System The difference provides the ba- sic parameter used to modulate an electrical
current and induce chemical changes in a semisolid layer incorpo- rated in the lens. Page Rain
Sensor The quantity of reflected light is thus a means of gauging the degree of wetness on the
windshield. With the lightweight, compact rear axle of the sport wagon, the shock absorbers are
positioned at an angle. Page Engine Specifications 3, Compression ratio Page Dimensions Sedan Dimensions â€” sedan n All dimensions are given in inches mm. Page Dimensions Sport Wagon Dimensions â€” sport wagon n All dimensions are given in inches mm. Page
Weights - Sedan Permitted axle loads and permitted total vehicle weight may not be exceeded.
Luggage compartment capacity cu ft l Page Weights - Sport Wagon Permitted axle loads and
permitted total vehicle weight may not be exceeded. Page Capacities 7. Specifications: Refer to
page Manual transmission, automatic â€” â€” Lifetime fluid, no fluid change transmission and
differential required Online Edition for Part No. Page Secure the load 44, coolant Spare tire ,
replacement Selector lever, automatic Temperature gauge, outside Spark plugs Tailgate, manual
release transmission 71, temperature after electrical fault Tensioning straps Online Edition for

Part No. Page 1. Page We wish you an enjoyable driving experience. This manual is also
suitable for: i Serie 5 sedan Serie 5 sport wagon Sedan Sport wagon. Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
For more than 40 years the engineers at BMW have continuously improved the lineup to create
sedans that epitomize the balance between luxury, comfort and performance. To many car
enthusiasts the BMW i is where the German automaker really steps up the refinement. The 5
Series is getting a remodel in , and many experts expect that the updates will win over sport
sedan enthusiasts. However, the acceleration is good and making the adjustment to Sport mode
provides a sportier driving experience. When a car has way multi-contour seats you can expect
that the interior is going to impress. The feature-rich, luxuriously comfortable cabin is one of
the top selling points of the BMW i sedan. There are gadgets and gizmos a plenty that work as
advertised. Many drivers have noted how simple the navigation system is and how the layout
makes it easy to work the voice system, radio interface and other controls. You may notice that
the new models now have dark flooring and paneling even in vehicles with beige seating. This
was done by design to improve longevity and keep the interior looking nice. Another practical
feature is the fold-down rear seats. The 5 Series gets a lot of high scores in the tech department.
Even drivers who wish the car would grip the road harder have nothing but good things to say
about the tech components. Many note that adding the Heads Up Display system is worth the
extra cost. That means you have to take maintenance seriously since your BMW is being put to
the test by the elements. Of course, these are in addition to regular inspections. After more than
four decades out on the road, 5 Series drivers are sure to find quirks and bugs that need to be
fixed. Our team at German Auto Center is fully equipped to handle any repair, maintenance or
upgrade. Give us a call if you own a BMW i in Austin that needs a professional touch to
maximize performance. As the COVID pandemic continues to impact us all, German Auto Center
has taken further steps to help ensure the safety of our customers the community and our
employees. As German Auto Center has been deemed an essential business by the state of
Texas, we will remain open through this trying time. For those that prefer not to come into the
facility, German Auto Center offers a secure key drop outside the building and is able to
process payments remotely via a simple call or text message, eliminating the need for a
customer to enter the facility. On behalf of the entire German Auto Center staff, we want you to
feel confident that we will continue to do our best to serve our customers the community and
our employees through this situation. Stay safe, stay home and know that we are here for you if
you should need us. I appreciate all the work you do. Performance specs for the newest BMW i
include: 2. Interior When a car has way multi-contour seats you can expect that the interior is
going to impress. Tech Components The 5 Series gets a lot of high scores in the tech
department. The top tech features of the BMW i sedan include: All around ambiance lighting
Power folding heated mirrors iDrive infotainment system Navigation system with The most
common BMW i maintenance needs our Austin mechanics handle include: Software upgrades

for the DME Oil and oil filter changes Tire rotation Brake pad replacement Of course, these are
in addition to regular inspections. Reviews Financing Service Performance About. We want you
to feel confident in that German Auto Center has implemented CDC guidelines including;
Implementing Social Distancing Procedures Increasing access to Hand Washing Stations and
making Hand Sanitizers readily available Regularly Sanitizing all Door Handles, Counters,
Fixtures and Hard Surfaces Technicians wear Medical Grade Gloves that are changed before
each vehicle is serviced Contactless Key and Vehicle Drop-off service For those that prefer not
to come into the facility, German Auto Center offers a secure key drop outside the building and
is able to process payments remotely via a simple call or text message, eliminating the need for
a customer to enter the facility. The second two numbers indicated the size of the engine, for
example, the i was powered by a 2. However, this does not always ring true, as smaller
displacement motors with more power could also be uprated to a higher designation than the
displacement. The i was one of the more popular variants, and powered the first generation E12
platform cars in with a hp injected six cylinder M30B28 engine, which eventually grew to by
From to , the i was one model of the second generation E28 platform. The was replaced by the
in the third generation, but appeared again in until in the E39 platform fourth generation cars
with hp. The US market i was reintroduced in in the later versions of the fifth generation E60
platform cars, and carried over for the sixth generation F10 sedan and F11 Touring cars. By
now, the cars were a bit bigger and more sophisticated, with the revised iDrive interface
controlling many aspects of the vehicle. A head's up display, Dynamic Stability Control DSC ,
Night Vision, even Voice Control were only some of the technological features that were either
standard or could be added to the car. In , a 2 liter 4cylinder powerplant replaced the straight six
in the i, with twin-scroll turbocharging, valvetronic variable valve timing and Double-vanos
variable computer controlled camshaft timing and 16 valves. This motor also put out hp, but
with greater efficiency and economy. Whatever you're looking for, eEuroparts. In order to add
an item to a project you must be logged in. If you do not have an account please click the link
below. Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your suggestions for improving
eEuroparts. If you have any questions please contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us
know about an issue with one of our listings. Want to narrow your results? We are processing a
warranty replacement order for you. Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to your credit
card in the amount of the replacement order. This "hold" will only be completed into a charge in
the event that the warranty item is not returned to us within 1 week of receiving the replacement
item or the item is being returned for reasons other than the warranty issue stated. If you are
using a debit card for this order the "hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the funds
unavailable for your use. If you're using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit card. Do
I have your authorization to proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not
ship with your order. Please allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders shipment.
Contact eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned
multiple car o
chevy colorado dash lights not working
97 jeep wrangler distributor
fairlady z 350z
ptions. This happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not return specific engine or
trim information. Click your engine or body trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item
requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this part fits your vehicle. I agree to the
Special Order policy. Select Your BMW i. Engines - M30 - 2. Valve Cover Nut Seal. Add to Cart.
Wheel Bolt M12x1. Engine Oil Filter. Exhaust Lock Nut M8x1. Valve Stem Seal. Spark Plug
Platinum. Expanding Rivet. Electrical Connector Terminal. Spark Plug. Engine Oil Drain Plug
Gasket 12x2. Please Login In order to add an item to a project you must be logged in. Share
Link:. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or - Register an account
below. Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with. Your email has been
sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected! Bmw i Parts Information
Engines - Convertible Top. Cooling System. Fuel System. Wiper System.

